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Abstract 

Governments when faced with countering terrorism have a number of options at 

their disposable. One such option is the collection of intelligence and human 

intelligence can provide valuable information on terrorist groups and their 

activities. ‘Tout’, ‘informer’, ‘informant’, ‘source’, ‘agent’, ‘grass’, ‘mole’ and 

‘nark’ are some of the labels used to describe what law enforcement term to be 

a Covert Human Intelligence Source. They are in fact individuals who provide 

information as part of a covert or secret arrangement. Informants, for that will 

be the descriptive term used for the purpose of this paper, are an interesting 

phenomenon in themselves but even more so when considering their use in the 

context of the ‘Troubles’ in Northern Ireland. Informants undoubtedly played a 

role in countering terrorism during the period but remain the subject of 

controversy and fascination. Their presence served to provide intelligence, to 

disrupt activity and cause paranoia within terrorist ranks. This paper examines 

the rationale for their deployment, their utilization in Northern Ireland and the 

recruitment processes engaged in by the security forces. There will also be a 

discussion of the ethical and legal dilemmas faced by law enforcement and 

intelligence gathering agencies engaged in their use.  

 

Key words: counterterrorism; informants; policing; intelligence; supergrass 

 

Introduction 

Prior to the signing of The Belfast/Good Friday Agreement in April 1998, Northern Ireland had 

experienced some 30 years of political violence known as the ‘Troubles’ resulting in the loss of 

more than 3,600 lives (McKitterick, Kelters, Feeney, & Thornton, 2001). Subsequent political 

developments including police reform, the endorsement of the new Police Service for Northern 

Ireland (PSNI) by Sinn Féin, the re-introduction of devolved government (the Northern Ireland 

Assembly at Stormont) and a power-sharing arrangement between the political parties has 

seemingly signaled the end of a lengthy period of violence and disorder in Northern Ireland. The 

‘Troubles’ involved a campaign of political violence waged by both republican and loyalist 
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paramilitaries in furtherance of their respective aims and purportedly in defense of their own 

communities.   

On the republican side the main groupings were the Provisional Irish Republican Army 

(PIRA) formed in late 1969/early 1970 as the result of a breakaway due to ideological differences 

from the Irish Republican Army (IRA – who became the Official IRA) a traditional republican 

group created to obtain Irish independence (Moloney, 2002), and the Irish National Liberation 

Army (INLA) which was established in 1974 (Dillon, 1994). These were nationalist/separatist 

groups who contested and challenged the very existence and legitimacy of the state in Northern 

Ireland. Their aims were both national self-determination and the formation of a thirty-two county 

united Ireland free from what they considered to be British colonialism. Their opponents were the 

loyalist groups of which the main protagonists were the Ulster Defence Association (UDA) and 

the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) and to a lesser extent the Red Hand Commando (RHC), which 

was at times closely associated with the UVF. These were pro-state groups committed to Northern 

Ireland remaining a part of the United Kingdom, its citizens remaining British and subservient to 

British rule (Bruce, 1992; Taylor, 1997b). They considered their actions to be of a reactionary 

nature and a direct result of republican violence and provocation. The UDA, by far the largest of 

the loyalist groups, had its origins in vigilante defense associations, which were formed to prevent 

PIRA incursions and attacks on Protestant areas and from 1973 used the cover name Ulster 

Freedom Fighters (UFF) to carry out many murders (Wood, 2006).  

  Terrorist activity by republican and loyalist paramilitaries threatened the very existence of 

the state and presented a great danger to public safety and inevitably brought them into conflict 

with the security forces. During this period the security forces (police, military and security 

services) were charged with the responsibility of countering and combating the actions of persons 

engaged in terrorism. In order to do so intelligence was required to save lives, frustrate attacks, 

secure evidence and seize weaponry. Intelligence then can be viewed as the key weapon in 

counterterrorism. As Kirk-Smith and Dingley (2009, p. 551) argue, 

It is possible to defend buildings and static positions such as police stations to a 

large degree without intelligence, but without intelligence one cannot focus 

security resources or pre-empt terrorist actions and so one simply becomes a static 

target waiting to be hit and allow the terrorists to gain in both physical strength 

and credibility with client populations. 
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The police, namely the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) now the Police Service of 

Northern Ireland (PSNI), various military units, the Security Service (MI5) and to a lesser degree, 

the Secret Intelligence Service (MI6), all participated in the recruitment and running of informants 

inside both republican and loyalist paramilitary organizations (Hughes & Tripodi, 2009; Taylor, 

2001).  

The issue of informants and their deployment in the context of Northern Ireland provokes 

much debate. Public inquires and reports by bodies such as those of the British/Irish Rights Watch 

(BIRW) (1999), Human Rights Watch/Helsinki (1992), the Stevens 3 Enquiry (2003), the Police 

Ombudsman for Northern Ireland (2007) and the recent Rosemary Nelson Inquiry (Moreland, 

2011), have seen the role and use of informants examined and the conduct of those agencies and 

departments responsible for their recruitment and use scrutinized and subjected to much criticism. 

As a counterterrorism option, informants and the intelligence they provided were considered 

indispensable to the security forces in their efforts to thwart terrorist attacks. For example, Sir 

Hugh Annesley, the Chief Constable of the RUC publicly stated that as many as four out of every 

five terrorist attacks were prevented through the use of intelligence (cited in Carrigan, 2010) while 

Holland and Phoenix (1996) suggest that 80% of the PIRA’s Belfast Brigade’s operations were 

foiled due to informants in the organization. Indeed, informants within loyalist and republican 

paramilitary groups were credited with not only saving lives but also reducing the economic costs 

of bomb attacks (Trimble, 2003; McDoanld & Cusack, 2004; Ryder, 2000).   

 

Rationale for the Use of Informants 

The use of informants, or other individuals regardless of the terminology used to describe them; 

to covertly gain information is not a new concept. Some twenty-six centuries ago Sun Tzu wrote 

that ‘the supreme act of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting…’ (cited in Clavell, 1981, p. 

7). To this end, he regards the acquiring of ‘foreknowledge’ in relation to one’s enemy as a key 

element in any conflict and such knowledge is only ‘ascertainable through spies and spies alone’ 

(cited in Clavell, 1981, p. 90). Thus the acquisition of information or intelligence in a secret or 

covert manner is a primary role for any informant. Material received often indicates future plans 

and strategic intent by the opposition and access to such information presents an opportunity to 

affect the likely outcome. 
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 Historically, within the United Kingdom before the advent of a full-time uniformed police 

in the nineteenth century, the ordinary citizen was tasked with not only providing information and 

accusations of criminality but also apprehending offenders (Clark, 2007). As Cooper and Murphy 

(1997, p. 1) note ‘the use of informants as a source of criminal intelligence is a practice that is as 

old as policing itself’. The use and reliance on informants has developed over time and law 

enforcement has come to depend on their deployment. Research by Billingsley, Nemitz and Bean 

(2001) suggests that in England and Wales approximately one third of all crimes cleared by the 

police involved the use of informants.  

Differences of opinion exist within the literature as to the exact definition of an informant. 

For example, Innes (2000, p. 360) discusses the debate between informers and informants. The 

former he suggests are characterized by ‘a certain moral reprehensibility and ‘cloak and dagger’ 

quality’ whereas an informant is ‘anyone who actively contributes information to the police 

investigation’. This approach has been rejected by others including Cooper and Murphy (1997) 

and Greer (1995); they argue that such a differentiation confuses a number of other roles already 

recognized within the criminal justice system such as victim and witness.  

Many definitions of an informant emphasize the existence of a criminal dimension either 

in terms of the informant’s behavior and/or associates (Cooper & Murphy, 1997; Norris & 

Dunnighan, 2000). The National Criminal Intelligence Service characterizes a ‘typical informer’ 

as follows: 

Normally of criminal history, habits or associates, who gives information about a 

crime or persons associated with criminal activity, such information being freely 

given, whether or not for financial reward or other advantage. That individual 

having the expectation that his/her identity will be protected (cited in Billingsley, 

2009, p. xiv). 

 

The current legal definition of an informant under Section 26(8) of the Regulation of Investigatory 

Powers Act (RIPA) 2000 and used by all public authorities, states that a person is a source if: 

(4.1) (a) he establishes or maintains a personal or other relationship with a person 

for the covert purpose of facilitation the doing of anything falling within paragraph 

(b) or (c); 

(b) he covertly uses such a relationship to obtain information or to provide access 

to any information to another person; or 

(c) he covertly discloses information obtained by the use of such a relationship or 

as a consequence of the existence of such a relationship. 
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(4.2) A source may include those referred to as agents, informants and officers 

working undercover.  

 

In the context of countering terrorism and political violence, it is extremely important for 

the state and its security forces to possess information on terrorist groups and their activities in 

order to formulate its counterterrorism strategy. Given the clandestine nature and operating 

procedures of terrorist groups frequently the only option open to law enforcement and the security 

services to obtain information is the utilization of intelligence gathering-techniques (Wardlaw, 

1990; Wilkinson, 2011). To this end, an effective weapon against terrorism in the modern era has 

been the infiltration of their ranks and the use of informants (Whittaker, 2002). As Evelegh (1978), 

a former member of the British Army asserts terrorists derive their tactical strength from being 

hidden and that once exposed they can be destroyed.  

In addition to the information provided about group members and planned actions, the use 

of informants also has a psychological impact upon the group concerned in that it can cause 

paranoia amongst members, damage internal morale and cohesion, reduce ‘operational readiness’ 

and divert time and resources to searching for the ‘mole’ (Bamford, 2005). In such scenarios, 

Evelegh (1978, p. 72) contends that ‘the development of informers within a terrorist organization 

has the effect of accelerating and multiplying damage as trust breaks down and energies are turned 

to collective introspections’.  

 Additionally the use of informants can produce a significant cost benefit, an aspect 

recognized by James (2003) who asserts that in comparison informants are cheaper than financially 

costly surveillance and undercover operations. Such a view is echoed by Cooper and Murphy 

(1997, p. 3) who note that ‘in an environment that cherishes cost effectiveness, the use of 

informants appears to be relatively inexpensive’.  

As Harold ‘Kim’ Philby, the Soviet mole and former head of the anti-Soviet Division of 

MI6 said following his defection to Moscow in 1963, ‘…to betray you must first belong’ - this 

method adopted by the security forces in Northern Ireland sought to recruit and run informants 

within republican and loyalist paramilitary groups during over 30 years of political violence and 

which will now be discussed. 

 

The use of informants in Northern Ireland   
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Toolis (1995) observes that the British have long used informants and spies as a means to obtain 

intelligence on their republican enemies, for example, Dublin Castle spies not only betrayed the 

United Irishman Rising of 1798 but were also complicit in sending Wolfe Tone, the ‘father’ of 

Irish republicanism to the gallows. As he explains, 

On the bloody stage of Irish history, the informer is the villain, a cultural bogeyman 

who has played his part in the downfall of endless fine and noble patriots. The 

informer is the Judas within, the betrayer, the fountainhead of all Irish misery and 

a convenient scapegoat for centuries of glorious failure (Toolis, 1995, p. 194). 

 

Unsurprisingly, a hatred and loathing of informants remains deep within the republican psyche. 

Despite numerous border campaigns mounted by the IRA since the partition of Ireland in 

1921, it was not until 1968 that republicans were presented with an opportunity to increase 

nationalist support for their struggle. This followed the state’s response to civil rights marches, 

which included declaring them illegal, the dispersement of protesters by force and the failure of 

the police to prevent loyalists from attacking marchers (Moloney, 2002; Ní Aoláin, 2000). Intense 

rioting and sectarian violence ensued in both Belfast and Derry/Londonderry in 1969, the RUC 

were unable to cope and Northern Ireland’s Prime Minister Major James Chichester-Clark 

requested that the British Army be deployed to restore order. Initially, the British Army was 

welcomed by working-class Catholics but after a brief honeymoon period the relationship soured 

as a member of the PIRA explains, 

Sometimes the IRA used to come up with some mistake and do something, but 

then the British Army come out and eclipsed that by doing something even 

worse...We were creating this idea that the British state is not your friend...and at 

every twist in the road they were compounding what we were saying, they were 

doing what we were saying, fulfilling all the propaganda...the British Army, the 

British government, were our best recruiting agents (Quoted in English, 2003, p. 

122).  

 

Initially deployed in a peace-keeping capacity, the British Army soon assumed the role of 

‘premier security force responsible for street patrols, house searches, intelligence gathering, riot 

control, and undercover operations’ (Weitzer, 1995, p. 73).  Thus, the RUC were removed from 

the front line. As a result, the British Army sought to utilize methodology acquired elsewhere in 

the world such as in Kenya, Cyprus and Aden in dealing with insurgencies (Faligot, 1983; Taylor, 

1987). Grounded in the thinking of Frank Kitson, an expert in colonial counter-insurgency, the 

working practices of the British Army in the early 1970s were characterized by a ‘unified 
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approach’ incorporating both ‘hard-line’ tactics such as curfews, house searches and psychological 

operations and ‘softer’ political and socio-economic measures aimed at isolating the PIRA and 

other republican paramilitary groups from their support base in working-class Catholic areas. 

Accordingly, ‘counter-gangs’ similar to those established in Kenya during the Mau-Mau 

uprising were created in Northern Ireland (Bamford, 2005). These were undercover units tasked 

with intelligence-gathering missions (e.g. the Mobile Reconnaissance Force) and collecting 

intelligence from individuals who had been recruited or ‘turned’ (e.g. Force Research Unit). This 

methodology by the military created conflict which was to remain an issue throughout the 

‘Troubles’ between the military and the RUC and resulted in a reluctance to share intelligence 

(Taylor, 1997a,  2001; Sanders, 2011).   

The re-introduction of internment without trial in 1971 (Operation Demetrius) is widely 

credited as a catalyst for increased community support and an influx of new recruits for both 

republican and loyalist paramilitary groups (English, 2003; Bruce, 1992). The information 

provided to the military for the purposes of Operation Demetrius was found to be inaccurate in 

that many innocent or inactive mainly nationalist or republican suspects were interned. As Bruce 

(1992, p. 42) notes ‘the poor quality of the intelligence provided by the RUC was apparent almost 

immediately. Soldiers found they were arresting old men and veterans of the IRA campaigns of 

the 1940s and 1950s’. 

Another method which can be employed to gather intelligence is that of interrogation. For 

the British Army the use of interrogation ‘is to provide detailed and up to date background 

information for commanders to develop rather than immediate contact information to be acted on 

in the raw state’ (Camberley Paper, 1979 cited in Bamford, 2005, p. 589). Subsequent interrogation 

practices employed by the RUC and the military resulted in the British government being taken to 

the European Court of Human Rights and found guilty of the abuse of prisoners due to the use of 

‘deep interrogation techniques’ by British soldiers (Bowyer Bell, 1979).  In addition Jennings 

(1990) argues that the emergency legislation introduced was widely used for intelligence purposes 

with many of those arrested claiming that their questioning did not revolve around their suspected 

terrorist activities. 

Prior to internment both republican and loyalist paramilitary groups had been formed along 

British Army lines with a company, battalion and brigade structure. Thus if one member of a 

company was ‘turned’ then everyone within that company was compromised. The paramilitary 
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groups recognized this to be a major failing in that successful informant recruitment could not only 

identify known members, jeopardize internal security but also planned actions. Subsequently, in 

terms of the PIRA a new ‘cell structure’ was adopted replacing the previous centralized command 

structure that was deemed to facilitate rather than hinder penetration by the security forces (Taylor, 

1987; Urban, 1992; Moloney, 2002). Additionally, PIRA adopted a two-pronged approach to 

counteract and minimize the threat of informers. Firstly, the cell system operated on a ‘need to 

know’ basis with volunteers fed the basic amount of information they needed and both volunteers 

and the republican community were educated in the methodology the security forces used to 

recruit, with frequent amnesties offered for those who had been approached (Sarma, 2005; An 

Phoblacht/Republican News, 1982). Secondly, a special unit known as the ‘nutting squad’ was 

established to identify and eliminate suspected informants (Collins, 1997).  Similarly, loyalist 

paramilitary groups tried to uncover informers in their ranks and would eliminate them also albeit 

to a lesser extent than their republican counterparts (McDonald & Cusack, 2004; Mulcahy, 2006).   

  Historically the Secret Intelligence Service (M16) had operated on the island of Ireland 

since partition. Although not involved in informant handling to the same degree or frequency as 

either the British Army or the RUC their involvement was not without controversy as demonstrated 

by the ‘Littlejohn brothers’ scandal’ in 1972. The Littlejohns claimed they had been employed by 

MI6 to engage in bank robberies and undertake assassinations with the aim of discrediting the 

PIRA and securing the introduction of anti-PIRA legislation in the South (Urban, 1992).  In 1973, 

the newly appointed head of MI6, Sir Maurice Oldfield was said to be unhappy about MI6 

involvement in Northern Ireland and subsequently the Security Service (MI5), the domestic 

intelligence service, became the lead security agency in the United Kingdom with regards to 

Northern Ireland (Taylor, 2001). Despite its perceived status the Security Service is not an 

enforcement agency with powers of arrest or detention. Therefore it is unable to recruit informants 

in the course of a criminal investigation or period of detention and is subsequently, heavily reliant 

on the police to provide them with informants (Billingley et al., 2001). 

In 1976, a policy of ‘Ulsterisation’ was adopted which aimed to give responsibility for 

dealing with the situation in Northern Ireland to the local police and other criminal justice agencies. 

To this end, the RUC was given primacy in security operations and was responsible for 

interrogating suspects. Those charged were then put before non-jury Diplock courts and if found 

guilty or their confessions accepted they were sent to prison and treated like ordinary criminals 
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(Moloney, 2002). The RUC’s Special Branch was to have a key role in the policy in terms of 

‘gathering, recording, collating/integrating, analysing, assessing, disseminating and, finally, 

exploiting intelligence geared directly at the terrorist threat’ (Kirk-Smith & Dingley, 2009, p. 553). 

Ellison and Smyth (2000) assert that throughout the period RUC Special Branch acted with 

impunity and to the detriment of other sections of the force a view shared by Johnston Brown 

(2006), a former RUC CID officer, who claimed that Special Branch supervisors encouraged those 

under their command to ignore criminal behavior engaged in by their agents, a point which will be 

explored later. Special Branch’s focus on terrorist activity and its commitment to the use of 

informants was said to ‘actively undermine’ priorities of other departments to such a degree that 

they were deemed to be ‘a force within a force’ (Patten Report, 1999; Mulcahy, 2006). 

The establishment of the British Army’s Field Research Unit (FRU) which would later 

become the Force Research Unit was due in part to military unease with the RUC’s Special 

Branch’s monopoly on intelligence provided by informants. As Urban (1992, p. 110) notes,  

informer intelligence was so important that [the Army] was reluctant to trust SB 

with it all. The misgivings of some officers, that the SB had in its ranks too many 

Protestant ‘hard men’ meant that the generals did not want to be completely 

dependent on Knock [police HQ] for their information of what was going on in 

the IRA.  

 

The unit would later face accusations of being involved in some of the most controversial uses of 

informants in the ‘Troubles’ including the loyalist informant Brian Nelson and the ‘alleged’ 

republican informant Freddie Scappaticci who was reportedly a member of the PIRA’s security 

team or ‘nutting squad’, which dealt with informers. Scappaticci was allegedly involved in up to 

forty murders (BIRW, 2003). The military were said to regard both as their ‘jewels in the crown’ 

in the battle against loyalist and republican terrorism. Nelson was eventually charged with five 

counts of conspiracy to murder and at his trial in 1992, the court was told he had provided over 

700 reports to his army handlers and this information contained plots to murder some 200 

republicans that were subsequently thwarted by the security forces (McDonald & Cusack, 2004). 

Thus, the role of the unit was to obtain intelligence by secretly penetrating paramilitary 

organizations in Northern Ireland and then recruiting and running agents.  

 

The recruitment process 
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Recruiting informants can occur in two ways, either through the approach to an individual or an 

individual coming forward to volunteer their services. For the Security Services, there are three 

key considerations prior to a recruitment attempt being made: ‘accessibility’, ‘recruitability’ and 

‘vulnerability’.  The first consideration implies the target having access to intelligence within a 

specific group as well as being contactable by the Security Service. The second refers to the likely 

success of any recruitment approach while the final consideration concerns the individual’s 

personal and/or domestic circumstances and how persuasion and/or pressure may best be used. 

This obviously is a major ethical dilemma and has prompted critics to suggest that co-operation 

rather than coercion should be used (South, 2001).    

Throughout the ‘Troubles’ various means were employed, McArdle (1984) and Dillon 

(1991) claim that the British Army posed as hitch-hikers on country roads and courting couples in 

their efforts to befriend intended targets. Most informants were recruited in police stations or Army 

bases following their arrest (Urban, 1992) and most were recruited through the use of pressure 

(Jennings, 1990; Toolis, 1995). As Bamford (2005, p. 591) notes, 

Recruiting informers involved exploiting a person’s weakness... ‘Turning’ 

someone was most often achieved through financial incentives, the threat of 

imprisonment, or other morally questionable, methods such as threatening to 

expose marital infidelity, deviant lifestyles or threatening one’s loved ones. 

   

Such strategies are not confined to the recruitment of informants in Northern Ireland, research by 

Dunnighan and Norris (1996) of police officers in the 1990s found that 84% of registered informers 

were approached whilst in police custody or focus of police enquiries. Additionally, they note that 

a number of strategies are used including affective (befriending), financial, psychological, the 

provision of misinformation and manipulation.  

In contrast, the motives of those volunteering their services is somewhat different, for 

example, Martin McGartland (1997) stated he felt elated when recruited as an informant as a 

seventeen year old on the promise that the police could aid in providing him with a vehicle and 

help to pass his driving test. McGartland (agent ‘Carol’) acknowledged he was well looked after 

by his RUC handlers but that he believed he was eventually sacrificed by MI5. As a result he was 

abducted by the PIRA and only escaped by jumping through a window. Raymond Gilmour (1998) 

from Derry/Londonderry was only sixteen years old when he started working as an informant as a 

result of being befriended by a Special Branch officer who was a mature father type figure. 
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Gilmour went on to provide information about the PIRA. Another PIRA member Kevin Fulton 

(2006) who became an informant contends that it was his sole aim to act as an undercover agent 

to penetrate the PIRA at the behest of his FRU handlers and regarded himself as a British soldier 

working undercover. Thus as Kirk-Smith and Dingley (2005, p. 558) contend ‘there are a multitude 

of reasons for people becoming informants, and knowing what those are is important in analysing 

and translating their information into intelligence and so not being misled’. 

 Another aspect of the recruitment of informants is their use in so-called ‘supergrass’ trials. 

Such trials involved individuals who had been charged with offenses agreeing to provide evidence 

against others in return for immunity from prosecution, resettlement outside of Northern Ireland, 

a new identity, employment and money (Boyd, 1984). As Lake (2006, p. 908) notes ‘supergrasses 

were invariably nasty characters and often pathological liars’ and many convictions secured under 

the supergrass system were subsequently overturned. 

 The use of informants both in the traditional criminal justice setting in terms of gathering 

information in the fight against crime and in the context of counterterrorism have raised a number 

of ethical and legal issues and it is to this that the discussion now turns. 

 

Ethical and legal dilemmas raised by the use of informants 

The use of informants regardless of the context in which they are employed raises a number of 

ethical questions not only in terms of the recruitment process but also of their subsequent behavior. 

For example, as previously noted many informants are recruited whilst either in police custody or 

the focus of their enquiries, is it, therefore, right that they should be ‘turned’ when they are in a 

position of ‘enforced dependency’? Dunnighan and Norris (1998, p. 21) raise the question of 

whether it is ‘appropriate to practise deceptive techniques to recruit an informer?’ Additional 

questions surround the use of informants who continue to commit crime and do so in order to 

obtain intelligence. Such individuals are labeled ‘participating informers’ (Gillespie, 2000). A 

Home Office Circular (1969) entitled ‘Informants who take part in crime’ clearly outlines the role 

an informant can and cannot play in relation to the commission of a crime: 

(a) No member of a police force, and no police informant, should counsel, incite or 

procure the commission of a crime. 

(b) Where an informant gives the police information about the intention of others 

to commit a crime in which they intend that he shall play a part, his participation 

should be allowed to continue where:- 

(i) he does not actively engage in planning and committing the crime; 
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(ii) he is intended to play only a minor role; and 

(iii) his participation is essential to enable the police to frustrate the principal 

criminals and to arrest them...before injury is done to any person or 

serious damage to property. 

 

Additionally, the circular also states that a participating informant cannot be granted immunity 

from either arrest or prosecution. These Home Office guidelines raise further questions in relation 

to the interpretation of what constitutes a ‘minor role’ and also to the nature of the guarantees given 

to informants from their police handlers. As Dunnighan and Norris (1998, p. 22) aptly point out 

‘the utility of informers in clearing up crime is directly related to the degree that they are 

submerged in the criminal subculture’.  

Similar ethical and legal questions have arisen given the use of informants in countering 

terrorism in Northern Ireland. Allegations have been made that the security forces have colluded 

with loyalist paramilitary groups over the years and that the UDA and the UVF were nothing more 

than British sponsored/tolerated death squads (Rolston, 2006; Sluka, 2000). Supporters of this idea 

point to a number of murders committed by loyalist paramilitary groups including that of Patrick 

Finucane, Rosemary Nelson and Raymond McCord Junior.  

In 1999, an enquiry (Stevens 1) into the murder of the Belfast solicitor Patrick Finucane 

began and was led by Sir John Stevens, the then Head of the Metropolitan Police (London) 

following allegations of collusion raised by the independent non-governmental organization, 

British Irish Rights Watch (1999). Finucane was shot at his home in February 1989 by the 

UDA/UFF. The Stevens’ enquiry team examined both the role of informants active at the time and 

at how the RUC dealt with threat intelligence to determine whether both sides of the community 

were dealt with in the same manner. His findings (after a further two enquiries) suggested they 

were not and led him to conclude that there was collusion. Stevens (2003, p. 16) defined collusion 

as ‘the willful failure to keep records, the absence of accountability, the withholding of intelligence 

and evidence, the extreme of agents being involved in murder…’.   

The Police Ombudsman for Northern Ireland (PONI) report on events surrounding the 

murder of Raymond McCord Junior (2007) highlights the ethical and legal dilemmas resulting 

from the use of informants. Her report is highly critical of the use of informants and the conduct 

of the RUC’s Special Branch personnel concluding that informants run by the police who were 

active members of the UVF in north Belfast were implicated in a number of serious offenses 
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including murder, attempted murder and drug dealing. Furthermore, intelligence gleaned from 

informants was said to have been discarded and/or not shared with the relevant police departments 

such as the Criminal Investigation Department or the Drug Squad. The Police Ombudsman 

acknowledged that the Home Office guidelines of 1969 already discussed, which Special Branch 

were expected to adhere to at the time were not designed for the purpose of dealing with terrorism 

and thus presented difficulties regarding participating informants. Her findings also led her to 

suggest that there was evidence of collusion between a number of Special Branch officers, as 

defined by both Stevens and Peter Cory, a retired Canadian judge charged with the collusion 

inquiries into the deaths of Patrick Finucane, Robert Hamill, Rosemary Nelson and Billy Wright: 

the definition of collusion must be reasonably broad…That is to say that army and 

police forces must not act collusively by ignoring or turning a blind eye to the 

wrongful acts of their servants or agents, or supplying information to assist them 

in wrongful acts, or encouraging them to commit wrongful acts. Any lesser 

definition would have the effect of condoning or even encouraging state 

involvement in crimes, thereby shattering all public confidence in these important 

agencies (cited in PONI, 2007, p. 132).  

 

The findings of the PONI report have received criticism, not surprisingly from the Northern Ireland 

Retired Police Officers’ Association (2007) who drew attention to the fact that despite PONI’s 

allegations of guilt the investigation failed to produce sufficient evidence to warrant prosecution. 

Similarly there were no recommendations for disciplinary action in respect of alleged breaches in 

police discipline. In response to allegations of collusion with loyalist paramilitary groups, the 

former Head of Belfast’s Special Branch, Bill Lowry stated: ‘If we colluded as much with loyalists 

as is often alleged by republicans why did they kill so many innocent Catholics and very few 

republicans? Would the purpose of collusion not have been to target senior republicans?’ (cited in 

McIntyre, 2004, p. 3). Furthermore, academics are also dismissive of the idea that such groups 

were merely state sponsored death squads (Bruce, 1992; Moran, 2010).  Subsequent inquiries such 

as the recent Rosemary Nelson Inquiry (Moreland, 2011) and the PONI’s investigation into the 

1994 Loughinisland killings (2011) have found no evidence of collusion between the state’s 

security forces and loyalist paramilitary groups. Allegations of collusion are likely to remain an 

issue for some time to come as the search continues for truth and reconciliation.  

Additional dilemmas emerge in respect of the lengths that security force handlers would 

go to in order to protect their informants. As Kirk-Smith and Dingley (2009) outline numerous 
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strategies would be employed to protect an informant. For example, an entire row of houses would 

be searched instead of the one that had been singled out by the informant and multiple vehicle 

checkpoints would be put in place instead of the one needed in a specific location. Such actions by 

the security forces could on the one hand lead to a weapons cache being found or a terrorist attack 

being prevented but they could also lead to discontent within the targeted population and provide 

paramilitary groups with additional members or sympathizers. Also, the protecting of informants, 

especially those high up in the PIRA has resulted in the deaths of innocent people. The case of 

suspected PIRA informant Scappaticci (agent Stake Knife) is illustrative of this point in that not 

only did he allegedly oversee the interrogation and murder of informers but also when marked for 

loyalist assassination, another informant (Brian Nelson) within the UDA identified another target, 

Francisco Notarantonio thereby diverting the hit and thus protecting a valued informant (Bamford, 

2005; Gill & Pythian, 2006). It is argued that handlers had to allow their informants to engage in 

terrorism ‘to maintain their credibility within the terrorist group and get closely enough involved 

in it to gain access to quality intelligence’ (Kirk-Smith & Dingley, 2009, p. 567). This raises the 

question as to how far should the state’s security forces go in order to obtain such intelligence? As 

Alonso (2007) points out democracy is not only threatened by the terrorist groups which seek to 

destroy it but also by the state’s response to it.  

 

The changing landscape of informant handling 

The peace process has brought with it changes in respect of the landscape of informant 

handling in Northern Ireland. As part of the Patten Report (1999) regarding the future of policing, 

Special Branch was merged with the Crime Branch, leading to the creation of a single Crime 

Operations Branch in November 2003. Additionally, the military ceased its involvement with 

informants and in 2007, MI5 assumed the lead role in intelligence gathering in respect of national 

security in Northern Ireland.  

The use of informants in Northern Ireland and the ethical and legal issues that have arisen 

as a result of their use has contributed to changes in the way in which informants are utilized by 

law enforcement agencies. New safeguards have been established in relation to the control and 

management of informants including the Human Rights Act 1998 and the Regulation of 

Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) 2000. The Human Rights Act protects not only individuals from 

public authorities but also ensures that all such bodies afford a ‘duty of care’ to their informants 
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(Billingsley, 2005; Noorlander, 1999).  Thus in terms of Northern Ireland, the PSNI have become 

one of the most accountable and highly scrutinized organizations. For example, their human rights 

program is overseen by some eighteen groups including those with a particular interest matters 

pertaining to intelligence: the Oversight Commissioner; the Northern Ireland Policing Board; the 

Police Ombudsman for Northern Ireland and the Surveillance Commissioner.   

The new legislation has also assisted in other ways; RIPA is intended to aid the state in 

addressing the competing demands of protecting the individual’s human rights while also 

undertaking its responsibility to protect society. The legislation is designed to enable intelligence 

to be gathered in such a manner that it ought to satisfy these demands. This legislation, therefore, 

provides a basis in law for the utilization and conduct of informants provided their use is 

‘necessary’, ‘proportionate’ and compatible with ‘human rights’. Thus an informant cannot act as 

an agent provocateur nor have more than a minor role in criminal acts. This is only to be expected 

in light of the serious offenses undertaken by some informants during the course of the ‘Troubles’. 

 

Conclusion 

When considering the use of informants in the context of the ‘Troubles’ the truth is hard to 

determine. As Myers contends, 

Everyone lied in Northern Ireland…Everyone, without exception: republicans, 

loyalists, soldiers, police – everyone. Lying is easy in such a place. It is the default 

mode to which everyone turns when there is no consensus about truth. In the 

absence of an agreed reality, truth is whatever you’re having yourself (Myers, 2008, 

pp. 117-118).    

  

Urban (1992) suggests that it is not in the interests of either the British government or the PIRA to 

publicize the degree of penetration by informants of the organization.  Likewise Wood (2006) 

contends that Sinn Féin are not keen for the full story of ‘Stake Knife’ to be made public as such 

revelations would constitute a source of severe embarrassment in that an informant more ruthless 

than convicted loyalist, Brian Nelson, operated for years within their own ranks. Thus it is unlikely 

that a full account of the use of informants will ever surface.   

The lengthy period of political violence and terrorism in Northern Ireland highlights the 

difficulties state’s face when trying to counter terrorism and are not confined to Northern Ireland 

alone (Cohen & Dudai, 2005). Terrorists in Northern Ireland, as is the case elsewhere operated in 

a covert and clandestine manner to minimize the possibility of penetration by informants and 
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discovery of their activities by the security forces. Measures adopted by the state intended to 

prevent further acts of terrorism were often counter-productive and produced a blowback effect. 

For example, internment without trial based upon out of date intelligence resulted not only in large 

numbers of Catholics being interned, many of whom were not active members of republican 

paramilitary groups, but also acted as a catalyst for new recruits to the PIRA. 

Dunnighan and Norris (1996) state that very few potential informers volunteer for their 

role and often a degree of pressure or persuasion is involved. The practice of offering financial 

inducements in return for information has led the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission 

(2004) to question the reliability of such intelligence on the grounds that a cash incentive has 

tainted the process. Despite such reservations, intelligence is routinely needed to combat crime, 

when the crime is that of terrorism the stakes are so much higher making the use of informants 

essential.     

Events in Northern Ireland over the past forty years have revealed numerous errors of 

judgment and instances of wrongdoing in relation to the use and management of informants. 

Inquiries such as those undertaken by Stevens and the various Police Ombudsman’s reports are 

conducted with the benefit of hindsight and often employ today’s standards and benchmarks for 

how informants should be handled with little effort to contextualize the issues. Counterterrorism 

measures present the greatest difficulty for any law enforcement agency or secret service as they 

must juggle the demands of keeping the public safe and defeating terrorism while also conforming 

to the rule of law. As the then head of MI5, Stella Remington stated ‘counter terrorism is not an 

exact science. In an open and democratic society, the initial advantage will always lie with the 

terrorists; we will never be able to obtain a hundred per cent advance information of terrorists’ 

plans and intentions’ (Remington, 1994). 
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